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Contact:
(310) 977-0992
www.facebook.com/LTACstudio/
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Reception: Saturday, September 24th 6-11pm
LTAC Studio invites the community to attend LTAC:NOW! A launch party featuring emerging artists. Celebrate the newly
renovated third floor event space with an exciting night of art and music. The event will start at 6:30 pm to 11:00 pm and
is free to the public. LTAC:NOW! will be exhibiting works from fifteen distinct artists, collectively curated by Stephanie
Sherwood, Dana Rudie, Wilfred Y. and Anthony C. The event will host performances by recording artist/songwriter
Savannah Gardner and Garden Echo as well as DJ Sets by Triatomic.
“We would like to invite the public and creative community to see and experience the inspired workmanship from
emerging artists and talents at a wonderful bohemian space, we want to show what this place can do” states
Wilfred Y, artist & event director. “We intend to show an wide range of contemporary practices from young artists who
work here at LTAC as well as others from around Los Angeles, I think we have a great mix of hardworking, driven artists,”
Stephanie Sherwood, artist and curatorial coordinator.
Featured artists:
Surge Wintron
Naureen Meyer
Fayez Ahdab
Stephanie Sherwood
Noel Madrid
Cecelia Caro
Shea Vititow
Lorren Lowrey
Mandy Lyn Ford
Bruna Massadas
Baker’s Son
Wilfred Yang
Christian Suatter
Allison Honeycutt
Brendan Robinson
The LTAC Studio (Little Tokyo Art Complex) is located in the heart of Downtown Los Angeles’s Little Tokyo District. This is
where bars and new clubs converge with inspiring galleries and chic eateries; music collides with performing art theatres.
LTAC Studio aims to collaborate with the creative community to support emerging artists by providing a flexible bohemian
space used for exhibition, video/film/photo shoots, private events, pop-up events, etc. We strive to use this unique platform
to promote individuals and brands on a global scale. The space is approximately 3,000 square feet with exhibition walls,
raw red brick wall framing the large windows, a designated lounge area, mobile conference table, all on the 3rd floor of a
historic building with skyline views of Downtown Los Angeles.
LTAC Studio, 262 S Los Angeles St, Los Angeles, CA 90012

